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Well so chose this book next to read along with my 6th graders as they get into symbolism and hero motifs and exploring this epic tale of gods, demons, sacrifice and the quest for love.... Act One: The Blue Prince Story begins with a ten-headed scholar who studies and meditate for years to be given the desire and after nine thousand years, and his victim one head for eac Alright so chose this book next to
read along with my sixth graders as they get into symbolism and hero motifs and explore this epic tale of gods, demons, sacrifices and the quest for love.... OK I typed as I read how I need a summary of this link in the classrooms so warning looonnngg review ahead lol. Act One: The Blue Prince Story begins with a ten-headed scientist who studies and meditates for years to get desire and after nine
thousand years, and his sacrifice of one head for each year - a scientist to the last head when the god of Brahma's creation gives his wish: never be defeated by a god or a demon who has given him all his heads back, as well as fierce armor and weapons. he was indestructible and amassed an army of demons from hell (rakshasha) and demolished the current ruler of the heavenly Indra. He became known
as Ravana, which means the one who makes the universe scream, which led to the convening of the gods to turn to Vishnu, the god of preservation, who laid bare a loophole in Ravana's plan that gods or demons could not defeat him, but humans and animals can. Vishnu decided to reincarnate as a man to defeat Ravana, the man known as Rama the blue warrior. Vishnu as a man Rama is a prince with
three brothers and one Lakshman, which he was very close and was predicted by an old sage to be a duo to have a special mission. Lakshman and Rama train to use their strength and strength, and one day they encounter a demon and their rishi (high-level sage) states that he cannot fight back because of his vow of nonviolence-Rama however pulls out a bow and expels the demon, although he warned
that his actions will have consequences in the future ... When Rama, Lakshman, and their sage head home, they face the challenge of the gods by raising Shiva's bow; Rama is able to do it on the first attempt and is rewarded with a hand in the marriage of Princess Sita, who is actually embodied by the goddess Lakshmi and two happily married ... There were, however, those who disapproved, and among
them was Rama's stepmother, who did not like the fact that her son Bharata was not elected king, and she decided to call one of her services to the king to see Rama's exile. Rama, Sita and Lakshman leave the kingdom to live in the jungle, and his father feels that his guilt dies soon after. Bharata, who did not know what his mother had done, runs to Rama in the woods and pleads with him to return and
become king, but Rama refuses, as it was an official order and Bharata Don't be king either and puts Rama's shoes on the throne until he returns to rule. Act Two: Jungle DramaThe three exiled princes and princess roam the jungle and come in kindly to the monks to pray who tell them that their forest is populated by demons they are powerless against. Lakshman and Rama swear to defend them and in
return receive gifts: a sari of pure gold and jewels, a bow created for God Vishnu, and one arrow that turns into any weapon and sword that can knock down any demon in their way with the warning of weapons only to work in attack, and not to start violence trio lived peacefully for thirteen years until sister Ravana and demon Sopanor saw the blue Soorpanaka turned into a beautiful damsel to seduce
Rama, and when she danced to seduce him, Sita comes up and the demon vows to kill her. Lakshman appears with a sword and is ready to kill Soorpanak, although he is stopped by Rama, he cut off the nose of the demon after Soorpanaka says he will come after Sita when her guards are closed. With a missing nose and traumatized pride, Soorpanaka returns to his brother Ravana and demands justice,
as it will only be a matter of time before he comes to kill them. Ravana agrees and weapons Soorpanaka with thousands of demon soldiers to go after Rama. .. Hearing about the army of demons coming after him, Rama hides Sita in a cave guarded by Lakshman, and alone Rama fights the army with a bow and an enchanted arrow, and he wins. Defeated and confused Soorpanaka returns to Ravana and
come up with another plan for Rama, telling his brother about the beauty of Sita, and Ravana always wants another beauty for his harem, decides to join the plan of Sita's abduction and killing of Rama. Meanwhile, in the jungle, Sita notices a golden deer she has never seen before, and begs Rama to catch him for her. although Rama thinks there is something strange about the deer he follows him and
then he shoots him. As the deer lay dying he transforms into his true demon shape and shows his plan to avenge his mother, who was demon Rama killed in his Rishi's house earlier, the deer then mimics Rama's voice and calls for help. Hearing Rama's cry, Sita orders Lakshman to save him, and while he promised to protect Sita, he obeys her and leaves her alone and open to Ravana's plan to kidnap
her. Ravana steals Sita, and the chariot flies away, shouting to God Jatai in the form of an eagle, who tries to save Sita, and Ravana cuts off his wing and flies away. When Rama and Lakshman return, Sita leaves, and Jatai is dead - the brothers leave to find her and meet the forest animals (white monkey, brown monkey and bear) who hear their story and agree to include their families and help them find
Sita. The beasts try to find her, but it is a white monkey who has the power hidden inside him to find her; white monkey finds Sita and renews her hope for freedom. As the white monkey goes away he is captured and bound in on fire, starting with the tail, not knowing the strength of the white monkey. The tail grows and the fire engulfs the entire palace, leaving Sita safe and burning Ravana's palace down.
Act three: Infinite War With a white monkey, burning the house of Ravana and returning to tell Rama about the recovery of Sita Rama and Lakshman, gather his army of animals to go after her, not realizing that the animals can not swim, and even the God of water Varuna is unable to help them, as he is also a slave to Ravana. The bear was able to come up with a plan, remembering that if the name of
God is written on the rock, he will swim. After the attempt of many gods they chose the name of Rama, and the stones were afloat, allowing them to build a bridge to ravana's house to bring back Sita. Beasts and the remaining demons in ravana's house, engaged in a long, bloody battle, fairly evenly match until Ravana decides to join the battle. With his ten heads and terrible armor he is able to kill
thousands and then set his sights on Lakshman and hit him with an arrow. When Lakshman dies, the white monkey is summoned to find a saving plant in the mountains, and he returns with the whole mountain, and Lakshman is reborn. Growing impatient Ravana decides to fight Rama one-on-one, and it's epic. Ravana unleashes its most powerful weapon, which is capable of using Shiva's fire, a fire that
can burn the universe, and at the same time Rama uses his magic bow and arrow to turn into a brahmastru or divine force to put an end to all Brahma's creation. The power of these two mighty weapons undone, and the universe remained in tact, but Ravana was being drained of energy and Rama was now able to cut off all his heads however Ravana's head grew back as he seemed invincible. On
reflection, Rama realizes that he knows the most vulnerable part of Ravana, which is his belly button. after that Rama knows what he has to do, and he uses a brahmastra and is aimed at Ravana's navel, and this successfully-Ravana banished to the depths of hell and Rama showed that he is an avatar of Vishnu god reincarnated as a man, and therefore a loophole that can kill Ravana.Since Ravana left
Rama and Sita reunited, although Rama is cold with her because it is so long. Sita tries to suppress his jealousy by going on fire and if she was innocent as she claimed to come out unscathed. When Sita stands in flames, she is unscathed, and the god of fire Agni appears and declares Sita untouched and perfect, delighting Rama and uniting lovers once again. As it all happens on fourteen years of exile is
over, and the trio are on their way home with their animal friends to reclaim their throne, which was empty with sandals in its place. He comes home and puts on his shoes, his other two brothers return and Rama and Sita rule happily as king and queen. The return of Rama is even celebrated annually at the Diwali Hindu Festivals.I loved this story a lot- it was tricky but entertaining and really attract you and
attract you with flowers. As detailed as the story there are also brief profiles of each of the hindu gods, and I was so glad to learn more about their holy trinity Vishnu, Brahma and Shiva. their stories here, as well as others that I loved, and one Sumitra mother of Rama's twin brothers bound loyalty to serve him always; women were so beautifully drawn I found myself back on their pages and just admiring
their color and beauty... I would say that my only complaint would be the font and color of choice-whew fine print in white on an orange background was hard to read jeez. but a beautiful story with amazing drawings and a rich history of Hindu gods and goddesses is worth reading. glad it's part of the curriculum! ... More... More
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